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not simply-to-the body standing in this special relation
to the
tnrng to whrch we ascribe thoughts, feelings, etc.,
but to the
thing itself to which we.ascribJthor. tfroijfrl and feelings.
(Fo1 w9 say "I am bald" as well as ..t ,*
c?tJ," ,.t ,* tyiig
gn.tle \earlhrug" as well as,,I see a spider on tfr" ceilins.,,)
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A possible reaction at-this-pointis to say that the concept
we have is wrong or confused, or, if we *rf."lt
a rule not io
say that the concepts we.have are confused,
that the usage
f?u"-, wlereby we ascribe, or seem to ,scribe, such difie1ent kinds of predicate to one and the same thing is
confuy
ing that it conceals the true nature of the concepts involved,

*:

or something of this sort. This reaction can be found
in two
very importalt types of view about these matters.
The first
type of view is Cartesian, the view of Descartes
and of others
who think like him. Over the attribution oi tire secona
type
of view I am more hesitan! but there is some evidence
it was held, at one period, by Wittgenshil;;d possibly tir'at
also
by Schlick. On both of these
ihe questions we
are considering, namely "Why do we ascribe
our states of
consciousness to the very same thing as certain
characteristics, etc.?', is a question ,"frlf, ao",
not "orp*"ri
arise; for

rt"d;;eof

on both views

it

is only a linguistic illusion that both kinds
are properly ascriied to on" r"a ihe same thing

..jg:,!i.1r:
rnar tnere ts a common

owner, or subiect, of both types oi

predicate. And on the second of these views,
the otfreiquestion we are considering, namely "Why do we ascribe our
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states of consciousness_to anything at all?,, is
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That Descartes held the first of these views is
well enough
known.'When we spelk of a person, r" nr" i"Ab,"f.oirrgio
one or both of two distinct substances (two substancei
of
difierent types), each of which has its own appropriate
type

of states and properties; and none of the properties
or states
of either can be a property or state of the other" States
of

ccnsciousne-ss

belong to one of these substances, and not to
shall say no more about the Cartesian view at
the moment-what I have to say about it will emerge
later on
-except to note again that while it escapes orr" oiour qu.stions, it does not escape,.but indeed inviLs, the
other: ,.\I4ry
are one's states of consciousness ascribed at
all, to ory

the other.

I

,ii

iect?"

The second of these views I shall call the ,,no_ownership,,
or "no-subject" doctrine of the self. Whether or not
anyone
has explicitly held this view, it is worth reconstructing,
or
colstructing, in outline.l For the errors into which
it-ialls
r The evidence that Wittgenstein
at one time held such a view is
lo .be found in the third of"Moore,s ,rti.f., i"-U,;rd
on ..Wittgen_
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_W.Se-llars'[New Voit, ,gagij.
l,rkt' Wittgenstein, Schlick q"uotes
goes on to
il,rat,
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are instructive. The "no-ownership" theorist may be presumed

to start his explanations with facts of the sort which illustrate
the unique causal position of a certain material body in a person's experience. The theorist maintains that the uniqueness
of this body is sufficient to give rise to the idea that one's
experiences can be ascribed to some particular individual
thing, can be said to be possessed by, or owned by, that
thing. This idea, he thinks, though infelicitously and misleadingly expressed in terms of ownership, would have some validity, would make some sort of sense, so long as we thought

of this individual thing, the

possessor

of the

experiences, as

the body itself. So long as we thought in ihis way, then to
ascribe a particular state of consciousness to this body, this
individual thing, would at least be to say something contingent something that might be, or might have been, false.
It might have been a misascription; for the experience in
question might be, or might have been, causally dependent
on the state of some other body; in the present admissible,
though infelicitous, sense of "belong," it might have belonged
to some oiler individual thing. But now, the theorist suggests, one becomes confused: one siides from this admissiblg though infelicitous, sense in which one's experiences
may be said to belong to, or be possessed by, some particular

of these
sense, the par-

thing, to a wholly inadmissible and empty sense
expressions; and

in this new and inadmissible

that unless we choose to call our body the owner
bearer of the data lthe data of immediate experience]-which
seems to be a rather misleading expression-we have to say that the
data have no owner or bearer." The full import of Schlick's article
is, however, obscure to me, and it is quite likely that a false irnpression is given by the quotation of a single sentence. I shall say
merely that I have drawn on Schlick's article in constructing the case
of my hypothetical "no-subject'n theorist; but shall not claim to be
say: "Thus we see

or

representing his views.

Lichtenberg's anti-Cartesian dictum is, as the subsequent argument will show, one that I endorse, if properly used. But it seems
to have been repeated, without being understood, by many of Descartes' critics.

The evidence that Wittgenstein and Schlick ever held a "no-subseems indecisive, since it is possible that the relevant remarks are intended as criticisms of a Cartesian view rather than as
expositions of the true view.

ject" view
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ticular thing which is supposed to possess the experiences is
not thought of as a body, but as something else, say an ego.
Suppose we call the 6rst type of possession, which is really
a certain kind of causal dependence, 'travingr," and the sec.
ond type of possession, "having2"l and call the individual of
the first type "8" and the supposed individual of the second
type "8." Then the difierence is that while it is genuinely a
contingent matter lhat all my exferie'ttces are hai\ by B,

it

appears as a necessary truth that all my exPeilences are
had2 by B. But the belief in E and in having2 is an illusion.
Only those things whose ownership is logically transferable
can be owned at all. So experiences are not owned by anything
except in the dubious sense of being causally dependent on

the state of a particular body. This is at least a genuine relationship to a thing, in that they might have stood in it to
another thing. Since the whole function of E was to own
experiences in a logically non-transferable sense of "own," and
since experiences are not owned by anything in this sense,
for there is no such sense of "own," E must be eliminated
frorn the picture altogether. It only came in because of a
confusion.

I

it must be clear that this account of the matter,
contains same ot the facts, is not coherent. It is
not coherent, in that one who holds it is forced to make use
of that sense of possession of which he denies the existence,
irr presenting his case for the denial. When he tries to state
lhc contingent fact, which he ihinks gives rise to the illusion
think

tlrotrgh

it

<r[ tlrc "ego," he has to state it in some such form as"N\my
t'xpcriences are hadl by (uniquely dependent on the state
of ) body 8." For any attempt to eliminate the "my," or some
ollrcr expression with a similar possessive force, would yield
soructhing that was not a contingent fact at all. The proposilion that all experiences are causally dependent on the
sl;rlc of a single body B, for examplg is just false. The theorist
rrrt':rris to speak of all the experiences had by d certdin person
lrt'irrg contingently so dependent. And the theorist cannot
corrsistcntly argue that "alI the experiences of person P"
,n(ilns tlrc same thing as "all experiences contingently depcrrrlt'rrt ou a certain body B"; for then his proposition would
rrol lrt: contingent, as his theory requires, but analytic. He
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must mean to be speaking of some class

of

experiences of

the members of which it is in fact contingently true that they
are all dependent on body B. And the defining characteristic
of this class is in fact that they are "my experiances" or 'the
experiences of some personr" where the sense of "possession"
is the one he calls into question.
This internal incoherence is a serious matter when it is a
question of denying what prima facie is the case: that is, that
one does genuinely ascribe one's states of consciousness to
something, viz., oneself, and that this kind of asoiption is
precisely such as the theorist finds unsatisfactory, i.e., is such
does not seem to make sense to suggest, for example,
that the identical pain which was in fact onets own might
have been another's. We do not have to seek far in order to
understand the place of this logically non-transferable kind
of ownership in our general scheme of thought. For if we
think of the requirements of identifying reference, in speech,
to fartiralm states of consciousness, or private experiences,
we see that such particulars cannot be thus identifyingly re'
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dualism, nonparadoxically so called; in other words, that if
we try to think of that to which one's states of consciousness
are ascribed as something utterly difterent from that to which
certain corporeal characteristics are ascribed, then indeed it
becomes difficult to see why states of consciousness should
be ascribed, thought of as belonging to, anything at all. And
when we think of this possibility, we may also think of an-

other: viz., that both the Cartesian and the noownership
theorist are profoundly wrong in holding, as each must, that
there are two uses of "I" in one of which it denotes something
which it does not denote in the other.

ihrt it

ferred to except as the states or experiences d some identified
person. States, or experiences, one might say, owo their iden'
tity as particulars to the identity of the person whose states
or experiences they are. And from this it follows immediately
that if they can be identified as particular states or experiences at all, they must be possessed or ascribable in iust that
way which the neownership theorist ridicules, i.e., in such a
way that it is logically impossible that a particular state or
experience in fact possessed by someone should have been
possessed by anyone else. The requirements of identity rule
out logical transferability of ownership. So the theorist could

maintain his position only by denying that we could ever
refer to particular states or experiences at all. And this posi'

tion is ridiculous.
We may notice, even now' a possible connection between
the no-ownership doctrine and the Cartesian position. The
latter is, straightforwardly enough, a dualism of two subiects
(two types of subject). The former could, a little paradoxi'
ially, be called a dualism too: a dualism of one subiect (the
body) and one non-subiect. We might surmise that the sec
ond dualism, paradorically so called, arises out of the first

III
The no-ownership theorist fails to take account of all the
facts. He takes account of some of them. He implies, correctly, that the unique position or role of a single body in
one's experience is not a sufficient explanation of the fact that
one's experiences, or states of consciousness, are ascribed to
something which lzas them, with that peculiar non-hansferable kind of possession which is here in question. It may be a
necessary part of the explanation, but it is not by itself, a
sufficient explanation. The theorist, as we have seen, goes on
to suggest that it is perhaps a sufficient explanation of some'
thing else: iz., of our confusedly and mistakenly thinking
that states of consciousness are to be ascribed to something
in this special way. And this suggestion, as we have seen, is
incoherent: for it involves the denial that someone's states
of consciousness are anyone's. We avoid the incoherence of
this denial, while agreeing that the special role of a single
body in someone's experience does not suffice to explain
why that experience should be ascribed to anybody. The fact
that there is this special role does not, by itself, give a sufficient reason why what we think of as a subiect of experience
should have any use for the conception of himself as such a
subject.

When I say that the no-ownership theorist's account fails
through not reckoning with all the facts, I have in mind a
very iirnple but, in this question, a very central, thought:
viz., that it is a necessary condition of one's ascribing states
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of consciousness, experiences, to oneself, in the way one does,
that one should also ascribe thern (or be prepared to ascribe
them) to others who are not oneself.2 This means not less
than it says. It means, for example, that the ascribing phrases
should be used in iust the same sense when the subject is
another, as when the subject is oneself. Of course the thought
that this is so gives no trouble to the non-philosopher: the
though! for example, that "in pain" means the same whether
one says "I am in pain" or "He is in pain." The dictionaries do

not give two sets of meanings for every expression which describes a state of consciousness: a first-person meaning, and
a second- and third-person meaning. But to the philosopher
this thought has givea trouble; indeed it has. How could the
sense be the same when the method of verification was

in the two cases-or, rather, when there uas a
method of verification in the one case (the case of others)
and not, properly speaking in the other case (the €se of oneso difierent

2I can imagrne an objection to the unqualified fomr of this state'
ment, an obie-ction whiih might be put as follows. Surely the idea
of a uniquely applicable predi6ate (a predicate which in fdct belongs
to only one'inriividual) is not absurd-. And, if it is not, then surely
the mbst that can be blaimed is that a necessary condition of one's
ascribing predicates of a certain class to one individual (oneself) is
that one should be prepared, or ready, on appropriate occasiong to
ascribe them to other individuals, and hence that one should have
a conception of what those appropriate occasions for ascribing them
would 6e; but not, necessarily, that one should actua]ly do so on
anv

occasion.

shortest way with the obiection i5 1s sdmit it, or at least to
refrain from disputing it; for the iesser claim is all that the argument
is slightly simpler to conduct it on the
strictly
-ofrequires, ttougn
basis
the larget claim. But it is well to-point out further that we
are not speakin! of a single predicate, or merely of some gr-ouP 9.r
other of iredicales, but oF the whole of an enorilous class of predi'
cates such that the applicability of those predicates or.their-neg3'
tions determines a mai6r loeicai type or ca[egory of individuals. To
insist, at this level, oi ttre"AstinGon between the leser and the
largei claims is to carrv the distinction over from a level at which it
is Elearly correct to a ievel at which it may well appear idle or, Pos'

the

*

siblv,

senseless.

ihe

main point here is a purely logical one: the idea of a predi'

cate is correlative

with that

affirmed.

of distinguishable individuals
significantly, though not necessarily

o-f a rhnge

oi which the predicate can be
truly,
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)? Or, again, how can it be right to lalk of asqibing in the
case of oneseif? For surely there can be a question of ascribing only if there is or could be a question of identifuing that
to which the ascription is made? And though there may be a
question of identifying the one who is in pain when that one
is another, how can there be such a question when that one
is oneself? But this last query answers itself as soon as we
remember that we speak primarily to others, for the information of others. In one sense, indeed, there is no question of
my having to tell who if ls who is in pain, when I am. In another sense I may have to tell who it is, i.e,, to let others
self

know who

What

I

it

is.

have just said explains, perhaps, how one may

properly be said to ascribe states of consciousness to oneself,
given that one ascribes them to others. But how is it that
one can ascribe them to others? Well, one thing is certain:
that if the things one ascribes states of consciousness to, in
ascribing them to others, are thought of as a set of Cartesian
egos to which only private experiences can, in correct logical
grammar, be ascribed, then this question is unanswerable and
this problem insoluble. If, in identifying the things to which
states of consciousness are to be ascribed, private experiences
are to be all one has to go on, then, just for the very same
reason as that for which there is, from one,s own

point of

view, no question of telling that a private experience is one,s
own, there is also no question of telling tllat a private expericnce is another's. All private expsriences, all states of consciousness, will be mine, i.e., no one's. To put it briefly: one
crtn ascribe states of consciousness to oneself only if one can
lscribe them to others; one can ascribe them to others only
if one can identify other subiects of experience; and one cannot iclentify others if one can identify lhem only as subiects

rrf cxperience, possessors of states of consciousness.
It might be obiected that this way with Cartesianism is
loo short. After all, there is no dificulty about distinguishing

lrrxlics from one another, no difficulty about identifying bodics. Arrd does not this give us an indirect way of identifuing
srrbjccts of experience, while preserving t}e Cartesian modei

(hrr wc not identify such a subject as, for example,,,the
rrrhjcct that stands to that body in the same speciai relation
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right
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iiit lGi
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experience,^i'e-', as a condition of
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I
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perhaps,
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And now
to"these luestions were indqrendent of each other'
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I shall say that they are connected in this way: that a necessary condition of siates of consciousness being ascribed at all

is lhat they should be ascribed to the lory sdma things as
certain coiporeal characteristics, a certain physical situation, etc. Tirat is to say, states of consciousness could not be
,r"rib"d at a17, unless they were ascribed to persons, in the
sense I have ciaimed for this word. We are tempted to think
of a person as a sort of compound of two kinds of subjecta subject of experiences (a pure consciousness, an ego), on
the one hand, and a subieci of corporeal attributes on the
other.

Many questions arise when we think in this way' But, in
particufar, when we ask ourselves how we come to frame, to
get a use'for, the concept of this compound of two subjects,
lhe picture-if we are honest and careful-is apt to change
from the picture of two subiects to the picture of one subto see how
iect and one nonsubiect. For it becomes impossible

we could come by the idea of difieren! distinguishable,
identifiable subiects of experiences-different consciousnesses
togically primitiue, as a logical
-if this ide.a is thougflt oi dsidea
of a person, the latter being
ingredient in the compound
there could never be any
For
subiects.
colmposed of two
q,r"rtion of assigning an experience, as such, to any subfect
other than ot.s"U; and therefore nevet any question o{ .as
signing it to oneself either, never any question of ascribing
iito i subject at all' So the concept of the pure individual
a concept that cannot exist;
consciousness-the pure ego-is
-as
primary
concept in terms of
a
or, at least, crnnoi exist
or analyzed'
explained
be
person
can
a
of
*tri.h th. concept
It can only exis{ if at all, as a secondary, nonprimitive conccpt, which itself is to be explained, analyzed, in terms of
thl concept of a person. It was the entity corresponding to
this illusory primary concept of the pure consciousness, the
te*sutst.rrci for which Ho*" *rt seeking, or ironically
prctending to see\ when he looked into himself, and coma perirlrrined that he could never discover himself without
<rption and. could never discover anything but the perceptiou. More seriously-and this time there was no irony, but a
t:orrfrrsion, a Nemesis of confusion for Hume-it was this
cntity of which llume vainly sought for the principle of
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unity, confessing himself perplexed and defeated; sought
vainly because there is no principle of unity where there is
no principle of difierentiation. It was this, too, to which Kant,
more perspicacious here than Hume, accorded a purely formal ("analytiC') unity: the unity of the "I think" that accompanies all my perceptions and therefore might iust as well
accompany none. And finally it is this, perhaps, of which
Wittgenstein spoke when he said of the subject, first, that
there is no such thing, and, second, that it is not a part of
the world, but its limit.

"I" never refers to this, the pure subiect.
as the no-ownership theorist must
mean,
But this does not
think and as Wittgenstein, at least at one period, seemed to
So, then, the word

"I" in some cases does not refer at all. It refers,
am a person among others. And the predicates
which would, per impossibile,beTong to the pure subject if it
could be referred to, belong properly to the person to which
think, that

because

"I"

I

does refer,

The concept of a person is logically prior to that of

an

individual conssiousness. The concept of a person is not to be

analyzed as that of an animated body or of an embodied
anima. This is not to say that the concept of a pure individual consciousness might not have a logically secondary existence, if one thinks, or finds, it desirable. We speak of a dead
person-a body-and in the same secondary way we might at
least think of a disembodied person, retaining the logical
benefit of individuality from having been a person.s

IV

It

is important to realize the

full extent of the acknowledg

ment one is making in acknowledging the logical primitiverehearse briefly the
of the argument. There would be no question of ascribing one's own states of consciousness, or experiences, to anything, unless one also ascribed states of consciousness, or
experiences, to other individual entities of the same logical
type as that thing to which one ascribes one's own states of
ness

of the concept of a person. Let me

stages

3

A little further thought will show how limited this concession
I shall not discuss the question now.

But

is.

39L

The condition of reckoning oneself as a subiect of such predicates is that one should also reckon others
as subiects of such predicates. The condition, in turn, of this
being possible, is that one should be able to distiuguish from
one another (pick out identify) difierent subiects of such
predicates, i.e., different individuals of the type concemed.
And the condition, in turn, of this being possible is that the
individuals concerned, including oneself, should be of a certain unique type: of a Bpe, namely, such that to each individual of that tlpe there mast be ascribed, or ascribable,
bofh states of consciousness azd corporeal characteristics. But
this characterization of the type is still very opaque and does
not at all clearly bring out what is involved. To bring this
out, I must make a rough division, into two, of the kinds of
predicates properly applied to individuals of this type. The
ftst kind of predicate consists of those which are also prop
erly applied to material bodies to which we would not dream
of applying predicates ascribing states of consciousness. I
will call this first kind M-predicates: and they include things
like "weighs ro stoner" "is in the drawing roomr" and so on.
The second kind consists of all the other predicates we apply
to persons. These I shall call P-predicates. And P-predicates,
of coursg will be very various. They will include things like
"is smiling" 'is going for a wallg" as well as things like "is in
pain," 'is thinking hard," "believes in God," and so on.
So far I have said that the concept of a person is to be understood as the concept of a type of entity such that both
consciousness.

predicates ascribing states of consciousness and predicates
ascribing corporeal characteristics, a physical situation, etc.,
are equally applicable to an individual entity of that type.
And all I have said about the meaning of saying that this
concept is primitive is that it is not to be analyzed in a certain
way or ways. We are not, for erample, to think of it as a
secondary

kind of entity in relation to two primary kinds,

viz., a particular consciousness and a particular human body.
I implied also that the Cartesian error is iust a special case
of a more general error, present in a difterent form in theories
of the no-ownership typg of thinking of the designations, or
apparent designations, of persons as not denoting precisely
the same thing, or entity, for all kinds of predicate aseibed
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gap? It does not follow. To think that it does is to forget
ihe self-ascriptive use of these predicates, to forget that we
have to do with a class of predicates to the meaning of which
it is essential that they should be both self-ascribable and
other-ascribable to the same individual, when self-ascriptions
are not made on the observational basis on which other-
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ascriptions are made, but on another basis. It is not that
these predicates have two kinds of meaning. Rather, it is essential to the single kind of meaning that they do have that
both ways of ascribing them should be perfectly in order.
If one is playing a game of cards, the distinctive markings
of a certain card constitute a logically adequate criterion
for calling it, say, the Queen of Hearts; but, in calling it
this, in the context of the game, one is also ascribing to it
properties over and above the possession of those markings'
The predicate gets its meaning from the whole structure of

the game. So it is with the language which ascribes P-predicatei. To say that the criteria on the strength of which we
ascribe P-predicates to others are of a logically adequate kind
for this ascription is not to say that all there is to the ascrip
tive meaning of these predicates is these criteria. To say
this is to forget thaf they are P-predicates, to forget the rest
of the language-structure to which they belong.

V
Now our perplexities may take a different form, the form
of the question "But how can one ascribe to oneself, not
on tlre basis of obsewation, the very sano thing that others
may have, on the basis of observation, a logically adequate
reaion for ascribing to one?" And this question may be ab'
sorbed in a wider one, which might be phrased: "How are
P-predicates possible?" or 'How is the concept of a person
possible?" This is the question by which we replace those
two earlier questions, viz.: "Why are states of consciousness

ascribed at all, ascribed to anything?" and "Why are they
ascribed to the very same thing as certain corporeal characteristics, etc.?" For the answer to these two initial questions is to be found nowhere else but in the admission of
the primitiveness of the concept of a person, and hence of
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4ot
over a part of our social lives-not, I am thankful to say, a

very la.ge part-do operate conceptual schemes in which the
idea of tt i"aiuiaua person has no place, in which its place
" to speak, by that of a group. But might we 1ot
is taken, so
or groups such that this part of the
oi
communities
think
lives of their members was the dominant part-or was the
whole? It sometimes happens, with gloups of human beings,
that, as we say, their members think, feel, and act "as one"'
The point I wish to make is that a condition for the existence,
the ,ise, of the concept of an individual person is that this
slrould happen only sometimes.
tt is ,Usototely useless to say, at this point: But all the
same, even if this happened all the time, every memb-er -of
the group would have an individual consciousness, would be
an individual subie'ct of experience. The point is, once more,
that there is no sense in speaking of the individual consciousness just as such, of the individual subl'ect of experience
pure
iust as such: for there is no way of identifying such
cntities.s It is true, of course, that in suggesting this fantasy,
I have taken our concept of an individual person as a starting
point. It is this fact which makes the useless reaction a natural
ilnc. But suppose, instead, I had made the following suggestion: that each part of the human body, each organ and each

had an individual consciousness, was a se?arate
ccntcr of experiences. This, in the same way, but more obviously, *ooid b" a useless suggestion. Then imagine all the
intcrrnediate cases, for instance tlese. There is a class of
rnoving natural obiects, divided into groups, each group exhibiting the same characteristic pattern of activity. Within

rurcrnber,

crrch group there are certain differentiations of appearance ac-

t,rxr''pinying difierentiations of function, and in particular
tlrt,rc is'one member of each group with a distinctive apl)(:;rriluce. Cannot one imagine difierent sets of observations
wlrich might lead us, in the one case, to think of the particuLrr urcmbL as the spokesman of the group, as its mouth-

in the otlier case to think of him as its mouth,
io tlrink of the group as a single scattercd body? The point
is llurt as soon as we adopt the latter way of thinking then

picc:t:; and

6 IVIorc accurately:

llrt' itlcutification of

their identification is necessarily secondary to
persons.
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we want to drop the former; we are no longer influenced by

the human analogy in its first form, but only in its second;
and we no longer want to say: "Perhaps the members have
consciousness." To understand the movement of our thought
here, we need only remember the startling ambiguity of the
phrase "a body and its members."

I

shall not pursue this attempt at explanation any further.
I have been mainly arguing for is that we should acknowledge the logical primitiveness of the concept of a person and, with this, the unique logical character of certain
predicates. Once this is acknowledged, certain traditional philosophical problems are seen not to be problems at all. In
particular, the problem that seems to have perplexed Hume6
does not exist-the problem of the principle of unity, of
identity, of the particular consciousness, of the particular
subiect of "perceptions" (experiences) considered as a primary particular. There is no such problem and no such principle. If there were such a principle, then each of us would
have to apply it in order to decide whether any contemporary
experience of his was his or someone else's; and there is no
sense in this suggestion. (This is not to deny, of course, that
one person may be unsure of his own identity in some way,
may be unsure, for example, whether some particular action,
or series of actions, had been performed by him. Then he

What

(the same in principle) to resolve
the doubt about himself as anyone else uses to resolve the
same doubt about him. And these methods simply involve
uses the same methods

the application of the ordinary criteria tor personal ideniity.
T1rere remains the question of what exactly these criteria
are, what their relative weights are, etc.; but, once disentangled from spurious questions, ihis is one of the easier

in philosophy.)

Where Hume erred, or seems to have erred, both Kant
and Wittgenstein had the better insight. Perhaps neither
always expressed it in the happiest way. For Kant's doctrine
6

Cf. the Appendix lo lhe Treatise of Humnn

Nature.
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